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NOBS  (No BS Crypto) is a groundbreaking platform that is revolutionizing the evaluation and rating of cryptocurrencies. With a strong commitment to transparency and objectivity, NOBS is dedicated to providing unbiased reviews and assessments of various digital currencies. The platform aims to establish a trustworthy and dependable space where crypto projects can be evaluated without any biases or hidden agendas.




NOBS places a high priority on transparency and integrity. Every rating and assessment conducted on the platform is made available to the public, ensuring complete transparency for users. The platform believes in empowering individuals to make well-informed decisions within the complex landscape of cryptocurrencies.




NOBS ratings and assessments process:




The NOBS project assessment process involves two main components: ratings and assessments. Here’s an explanation of each step:




	Ratings:





At NOBS, the rating process ensures fairness and incentivizes high-quality contributions. Users can submit ratings by paying a bid in $NoBS tokens. The majority of bid tokens are redistributed to exceptional contributors, rewarding their valuable input. Some tokens are retained to maintain scarcity and token value.




Ratings are weighted based on the contributor’s score, rating quality, and the bid amount. This gives more influence to experienced and reputable contributors. Manipulating ratings is discouraged due to the cost and the redistribution of tokens, which maintains integrity.




NOBS’ rating process promotes fairness, and high-quality contributions, and deters manipulation. It provides valuable insights for users in the crypto space.




	Assessments:





The assessment process at NOBS (No BS Crypto) involves thorough evaluations conducted by KYC-verified contributors. These assessments go beyond regular ratings and provide in-depth analysis.




Crypto wallets and other projects looking for reviews or tokens applying for listing can request and commission assessments through the platform. This enables them to receive comprehensive evaluations of their projects.




NOBS aims to establish partnerships with exchanges to conduct assessments for tokens listed and initial exchange offerings (IEOs). This collaboration ensures that the assessments are performed by trusted entities within the crypto industry.




Through its assessment process, NOBS offers a robust and reliable framework for in-depth evaluations, benefiting both crypto projects and users seeking trustworthy insights.




	Full Transparency:





Transparency is at the core of NOBS (No BS Crypto). All ratings and assessments conducted on the platform are publicly available, promoting openness and accountability. Each rating is accompanied by comprehensive statistics and metrics, providing users with a clear understanding of the evaluation process. Users can delve deeper into contributor comments, contributor statistics, and other relevant information, enabling them to make well-informed decisions. This commitment to transparency fosters trust and empowers users to navigate the crypto space with confidence.




NOBS FAQ



		
				How are NOBS used in the ratings and assessment processes? 
				
						
				

NOBS tokens serve as a nominal buy-in fee for paid assessment tasks and as a bid submitted with each rating. They prevent manipulation and create a token pool to reward contributors.


			

		

		
				
				What happens to NOBS tokens after they are used for a bid or buy-in? 
				
						
				

The majority of NOBS tokens are placed into a token pool for rewarding contributors. A small percentage is held by the company for future use, such as airdrops or prizes, and the rest are burned.


			

		

		
				
				What is the minimum bid requirement in NOBS tokens to submit a rating? 
				
						
				

Initially, the minimum bid is set at 100 tokens. However, this amount may be adjusted over time based on token price fluctuations or technical considerations. Rest assured, the minimum bid will always be a small, nominal amount.


			

		

		
				
				How many NOBS tokens are needed for an assessment task buy-in? 
				
						
				

There is no fixed buy-in fee for assessment tasks. The fee depends on factors such as the assessment charge, the number of contributors required, and the complexity of the task. However, the buy-in fee is always significantly less than what contributors are paid.
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                John McKeown’s Guest Post Publication
            

            Read John Mc Keown’s guest post on getting started with the S Plus and his review of the Ledger Nano S Plus. Find out what features are included in the Nano S Plus and what’s inside the box. Could Gary Gensler be the unlikely savior of Web 3? Explore other publications by John Mc Keown, including his insights on becoming a solopreneur and the safety of Ledger wallets.
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                Exploring the Factors that Could Lead to the Removal of Nigeria’s Cryptocurrency Ban
            

            Discover the pros and cons of Kraken, a popular cryptocurrency exchange, and explore the potential factors that could lead Nigeria to lift its ban on cryptocurrencies. Learn about the current state of the Nigerian cryptocurrency market and the implications of regulatory changes.
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                Cryptocurrency Scams: How to Protect Yourself and Stay Safe
            

            Learn how to spot, report, and avoid cryptocurrency scams, including tips for identifying fraudulent ICOs and NFTs. Stay informed about new crypto-based opportunities while protecting your investments.
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                Nigeria Introduces 10% Tax on Cryptocurrency Profits Following Blockchain Legislation
            

            Nigeria has recently introduced a blockchain act and now imposes a 10% tax on cryptocurrency profits. This move marks Nigeria’s first step towards regulating the cryptocurrency market and generating revenue from the growing industry.
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                Popular Nigerian Bitcoin Platform Closes, Leaving 15 Million Users in Limbo
            

            Learn about the shutdown of a popular Bitcoin platform in Nigeria that has affected 15 million users. Find out the steps to confirm your email address and ensure the security of your account.
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                Nigeria’s Election Technology Crisis: Blaming Biometric Devices is Misguided
            

            Nigeria’s election technology crisis was not caused by biometric devices, but rather by other factors. Can Nigerian citizens obtain dual citizenship with the US? To improve the digitization of its elections, Nigeria needs to address certain issues. Despite digitizing the voting process for 12 years, there are limitations to digitization in Nigeria. However, digital technologies have helped reduce fraud and promote the credibility of elections in the country.
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                General Ledger Accountant – Nigeria British Council
            

            Learn about General Ledger Accountant in Nigeria at British Council, Debits and Credits, Ledger Account Definition, Format, Types, and Examples. Explore more topics on Books Of Prime Entry, Ledger Posting, Ledger Account Format and Template, General Ledger Accounts Meaning and Definition, Types of Ledger, and Rules for writing Journal Entries in Ledger Account.
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                Nigeria Buy Now Pay Later Market Report 2023: BNPL GMV to Reach $49,587 Million by 2028
            

            The Nigeria Buy Now Pay Later market is expected to reach a Gross Merchandise Value of $49,587 million by 2028. This report provides 75+ KPIs on market size, end-use, product analysis, business model, and demographics. Additionally, it discusses the most important cryptocurrencies other than Bitcoin, including Ethereum and XRP. The report also includes information on current Bitcoin pricing and analysis, as well as online Bitcoin wallets like Coinbase.
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                Binitus 61: The Ultimate Solution for Tinnitus Relief
            

            Discover Binitus 61, the ultimate solution for tinnitus relief. Also, learn about Activity Launcher, an app that allows you to easily initiate app shortcuts on your mobile device. Find relief from tinnitus and enhance your mobile device experience with these innovative solutions.
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                The Great Green Wall Experience: Transforming Nigeria’s Landscape and Empowering Communities
            

            Explore the transformative experience of the Great Green Wall in Nigeria, as it works to reshape the landscape and empower local communities. Discover the cross-cutting activities and achievements that have been made since 2013, despite the challenges posed by conflicts and climate change. Learn about the objectives of the Great Green Wall Initiative in Nigeria and its key operational activities and achievements.
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